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2018 WEB.COM TOUR PLAYER OF THE YEAR 

      
SUNGJAE IM 

 
 
TY VOTAW:   We will present Sungjae Im the Jack Nicklaus Award. Im’s performance 
on the Web.com Tour has been remarkable. He is a great representative of the level of 
play on the Web.com Tour. Over the last two years, Web.com Tour graduates have had 
immediate success, winning a combined five times in the PGA TOUR’s fall season.  
 
Web.com Tour alumni have won 23 major championships and eight players, namely 
Jason Day in 2016, Si-Woo Kim in 2017 and Webb Simpson in 2018. As such we 
expect more wins from Sungjae Im on the PGA TOUR. I would like to congratulate him 
once again on receiving the Player of the Year and Rookie of the Year award. With that, 
let us begin the press conference. 
 
Q .  How do you feel receiving these awards? 
SUNGJAE IM: I didn’t expect to do so well on the Web.com Tour, so I am extremely 
happy and grateful to have won and to receive these awards. 
  
Q.   How does spending a year on the Web.com Tour help your game on the PGA 
TOUR?  
SUNGJAE IM: The Web.com Tour is set up differently from the PGA TOUR, but the 
course condition and other elements are similar so having experience on the Web.com 
Tour really helps my game especially in making saves. 
 
Q.  This is your second PGA TOUR event. Any comments?  
SUNGJAE IM: Today was a difficult day because it was very windy. It’s difficult to say 

much given the strong winds. 
 
Q.  Can you comment on playing in the same group with top players on the Tour, 
that is Justin Thomas and Brooks Koepka? And in what areas of the game did 
you feel that you could learn from them?  
SUNGJAE IM:  Justin is good at maximizing on opportunities and his putting is great. 
He holes putts even in very difficult situations. His ball striking is also solid. He can cut 
and draw a shot and he seems to be able to control ball trajectory very well regardless 
of the direction of the wind. So I was able to learn a lot. 
 
Brooks struggled at first, but you couldn’t tell just by looking at him, mentally he seems 
to be a very strong player. Perhaps it is because he won two majors, but he seemed 
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emotionally very consistent throughout the game. He is a long hitter and so his driver 
tee shots went really far and straight. 
 
Q.  How much further does Brooks drive his shots compared to you?  What was 
your goal when you started out on the Web.com Tour? 
SUNGJAE IM:  About an average of 20 yards.  My goas was to be eligible for the Finals 
by ranking in the top 75.  The Web.com Tour awards 25 PGA TOUR cards to the 
players who earn the most cumulative money in the Finals, so I figured I need to get in 
the top 75. 
  
Q.  Web.com Tour alumni do well on the PGA TOUR. You’ve just been awarded 
Rookie of the Year does that put more pressure for you to do well on the PGA 
TOUR. What are you goals? 
SUNGJAE IM: I played well at last week’s Safeway Open and I have more confidence 
now. My goals for this year is to play in the TOUR Championships and to hopefully win 
an event. 
 
Q: I’m sure there were a lot of difficulties coming this far. What was the key 

challenge that you overcame that you believe made your stellar performance 
possible?  

SUNGJAE IM: To be honest, I was able to start this year quite comfortably with a win 
early on. I changed my goal to leading the money list on the Web.co Tour after getting 
off to a good start and I really focused and worked hard to achieve this goal. So I really 
didn’t struggle much. 
 
Q. You almost didn’t quality to play to play in Korea and Japan. You led the 
money list on Web.com Tour. The No. 2 player on the list almost overtook you. 
What drives you in those situations? 
SUNGJAE IM: I led the money list on the Web.com Tour and the gap became me and 
the No. 2 player became smaller. But every time I was able to perform well. I don’t really 
know the reason but I think I was able to focus during the game. I wanted to play well 
and I didn’t want to let go of the No. 1 position. I was able to concentrate on my game, 
shot by shot.  
 
Q: The Web.com Tour players are very good at what they do and when you went 
to the U.S. after playing in Korea and Japan, what was your strength? As you play 
in the PGA TOUR, what do you think you need to work on? Do you score better 
when you are enjoying the game or when you are firing away? 
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SUNGJAE IM: Some guys have that one killer shot that makes the difference. I don’t 
think I have those. My tee shot is accurate, so I think compared to the other guys I’m in 
a pretty good place when I make my seocnd shot.  
 
Q: I read that you grew up playing at the Nine Bridges golf course. Please tell us 
about your childhood. You’re from Jeju. What did you think about the winds? Did 
you have an advantage because you’re from Jeju? 
SUNGJAE IM: After graduating from elementary school, I moved away. I played at Nine 
Bridges on two different occasions when I was in 2nd grade, but I don’t remember what it 
was like. I think the winds were quite strong, even for Jeju.  There was so much wind. I 
tried to hit the ball low and avoid the wind carrying the ball. No matter what I did it 
seemed that the winds were very strong. 
 
Q: This question is for Ty. When you were serving as the commissioner of the 
LPGA, you saw the rise of the Korean ladies professional golf. You’ve seen 
players like Sungjae Im on the PGA Tour. What do you think about the future of 
men’s golf? 
TY VOTAW: It’s very exciting to see the growth of Korean players and we have high 
expectations. During the past few years they have really grown. I mean ,to reach the 
level of Korean women’s golf in LPGA, I think there are a few factors. There are more 
Korean players on the PGA TOUR and the breadth and depth of the players on the 
PGA TOUR will help the game grow. I think more players will have greater success. 
Excluding the U.S. players, among the international players, Korean players are the 
second largest in number on the PGA TOUR. This helps the game of golf as well as the 
PGA TOUR. The fact that we are holding this world-class tournament here in Jeju is a 
testament of the strength of Korean golf. The more excellent Korean players we have 
on the PGA TOUR, the more it would help to grow golf in Korea.  
. 
Q: You played together with some of the world’s top players and managed to 
birdie the last four holes. What was is like playing with the players? What’s your 
plan for tomorrow? 
SUNGJAE IM: Playing together with these famous superstars made me nervous in the 
beginning so I wasn’t able to focus on the game. So I didn’t really play well in the 
beginning, but in the latter half I was able to relax more and adjust. This helped me to 
focus better on my game. I played well and aggressively and that helped to save shots 
on the four holes in the back nine.  
 
Q: This is a question for Ty. The comeback of Tiger Woods has revitalized the 
game and young guns like Justin Thomas, Jordan Spieth, those born in 1995, 
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have really taken the game of golf to another level. What do you think is the 
reason? 
TY VOTAW: Those younger players who grew up watching Tiger have worked on their 
game and are now taking part in the PGA TOUR. They were inspired by Tiger Woods 
and now they are not only competing with each other, but with Tiger. As a sports fan, 
this is every exciting. These next generation players are not intimidated or afraid when 
competing with Tiger and Tiger is also enjoying competing with them. This healthy 
competition is taking place between Tiger and the younger players, inspiring fans and 
drawing more fans to the game. Golf becomes more exciting and interesting. This 
chemistry and competition will get more fans interested in the game.  
  


